Thompson Hotels is a premium hotel brand within the Hyatt boundless portfolio. Built to attract the culturally astute traveler, Thompson Hotels provides developers and owners the opportunity to be a part of a cultural conversation.

Thompson Hotels uniquely occupy the refined edge of each destination—whether it be the country, city or even neighborhood. Because each destination has its own sense of refinement, each Thompson Hotel is calibrated accordingly.
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS: The term “Hyatt” is used herein for convenience to refer to Hyatt Hotels Corporation and/or one or more of its affiliates. Certain statements and assumptions in this document contain or are based upon “forward-looking” information and are being made pursuant to the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. When we use the words “will,” “may,” “anticipate,” “estimate,” “should,” “expect,” “believe,” “intend,” or similar expressions, we intend to identify forward-looking statements. Such statements are subject to numerous assumptions and uncertainties, many of which are outside of Hyatt’s control, which could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed in or implied by the content of this document. Forward-looking statements made in this document are made only as of the date of their initial publication and Hyatt does not undertake an obligation to publicly update any of these forward-looking statements as actual events unfold.
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STR Hyatt Systemwide Results, October 2018 – September 2019

BRAND PILLARS
• World-class culinary & nightlife
• Ground-breaking fashion & design
• Refined art & entertainment with an edge

COMPETITOR HOTELS
• The Edition
• NoMad Hotels
• 1 Hotels
• Rosewood

9 HOTELS RANGING FROM 50 TO 250 ROOMS

GROW WITH US
As of September 30, 2019, Hyatt’s pipeline consists of 460 hotels (or approximately 92,000 rooms).

Please visit hyattdevelopment.com for more information.

VISIT: hyattdevelopment.com